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Abstract
Ever since Kim and Pearl provided an exact message-passing algorithm for updating
probability in singly connected Bayesian networks (BN), attempts at extending it to
general BN have been made. Brute variable instantiation – or global conditioning (GC)
– implies unnecessary computations which more refined local conditioning (LC)
methods try to avoid. By using the concept of subnetwork of a BN (BSN), and iden-
tifying each message in the BN with messages in a set of singly connected BSN, we are
able to identify the parameters actually required by each message, to give the expression
of local computations, and thus fully justify a general LC method applying to any
BN. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Kim and Pearl message-passing algorithm for propagating evidence and
computing probability in Bayesian networks (BNs) only applies to singly
connected networks (polytrees) [5,7]. Pearl himself suggested several ways to
deal with general directed acyclic graphs (DAG), which may contain loops. In
particular, he proposed a global conditioning (GC) method (the so-called
Pearl’s method of conditioning) in which breaking any single loop implies
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multiple applications of the polytree algorithm, or equivalently, the addition of
an extra dimension to every message [9].
Guided by the intuition that the conditioning (extra-dimension) associated
with a loop might not need be propagated outside this loop, several authors, in
particular Darwiche [3] and Dıez [4], have proposed local conditioning (LC)
methods which eectively reduce message dimensions. In this paper, we study
an LC method involving parametrized messages closely related to Dıez’s
method (see Section 4). The following example, which is developed in Section
3.5, illustrates the basic features of this method.
Example 1. Consider the DAG of Fig. 1, which has 10 nodes and three
loops (namely ACGSHD, BDHTRF and ACGSHTRFBD) and is associated
with probabilistic decomposition pa, b, c, d, f, g, h, r, s, t  pa  pb  pcja
pdja; b  pf jb  pgjc  phjd  prjf   psjg; h  ptjh; r, where pa 
P A  a, pcja  P C  cjA  a, etc. (see Section 2.1 for notations).
Loops are identified and broken one by one. A loop is broken by selecting the
arc to be cut (dashed arrow), and not (as in Pearl’s conditioning method) by
separating a vertex from all its children. For instance, ACGSHD is first broken:
one single arc, AC, is suppressed, while the remaining arcs of the loop are en-
dowed with a parameter a taking the same values as random variable A. Other
loops possibly broken by the cut – here, loop ACGSHTRFBD – need not be
parametrized. Next, the only remaining loop BDHTRF is broken by suppressing
arc RT and attaching parameter r to its other arcs (Fig. 1). 1 Note that only arc
DH carries both parameters, where a GC method would endow all the remaining
Fig. 1. A BN with three loops.
1 However, if the last loop was broken by cutting arc DH (instead of RT), every arc of the loop
would inherit the parameter a already attached to DH as well as the created parameter d (see Fig. 3).
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arcs with two parameters. For each value of the parameter couple (a; r), one can
introduce a joint probability qar which factorizes on the polytree, and only
diers from p by the replacement of pcja by qarc with qarc  pcja,
and of ptjr by qart with qart  ptjr. Thus, qara; b; c; d; f ; g; h; r; s; t 
pa  pb  pcja  pdja; b  pf jb  pgjc  phjd  prjf   psjg; h  ptjh; r
(note the presence of both a, value of random variable A, and a, a parameter
value, and also of both r and r). Thus, we obtain a family of BN, sharing the
same DAG (a polytree), but with dierent probabilities qar.
For each (a; r) separately, a message-passing algorithm for polytrees can
propagate – in the corresponding BN – evidence consisting in: (i) the actual
evidence e  eG; eF ; and (ii) the instantiated values of the parameters a; r.
Simple summations are then sucient to compute updated probabilities (given
evidence e) in the original BN; for instance pb; e Pa;r qarb; a; r; e: In fact,
as will be shown, this updating only requires the circulation of messages pa-
rametrized by a through the left part of the network, by r through the right
part, and by (a; r) along arc DH. Unnecessary parameters are eliminated from
messages by marginalization. For instance, the message from D to H, which is
parametrized by (a; r), yields the factor required for the computation, at H, of
the message from H to S (respectively H to T) by summation w.r.t. r (re-
spectively a). Further details on the messages and computations in this example
are given in Section 3.5.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls some definitions about
Bayesian networks, introduces Bayesian subnetworks (BSN) and defines
equivalence between a BN and a BSN set, a property ensuring that probabilities
in the BN can be retrieved from probabilities in the BSN set according to re-
lations that are exhibited. Moreover, equations of the polytree algorithm are
recalled and re-expressed. Section 3 first presents and justifies the global con-
ditioning (GC) method, then shows that the number of parameters can be
reduced locally, and clearly exhibits the messages that must circulate along the
arcs in the local conditioning method (LC). Section 3.5 applies the LC method
to the same example as above, with more details about the computations
needed and the content of the messages. Section 4 provides a brief discussion.
Finally, proofs of lemmas and propositions are provided in Appendix A.
2. Bayesian networks and subnetworks
2.1. Bayesian networks
Let XI  Xi; i 2 I, where I  f1; 2; . . . ; ng, be a sequence of discrete finite
random variables (r.v.), i.e., a vector random variable (v.r.v.). vi is the domain
of Xi and, for K  I , vK that of the v.r.v. XK  Xj; j 2 K. For xJ 2 vJ ; pxJ  
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P XJ  xJ, and, for xJ ; xK 2 vJ  vK , pxJ ; xK P XJ  xJ and XK  xK 
P XJ[K  xJ[K  pxJ[K and pxJ jxK P XJ  xJ jXK  xK (note that
J \ K  ; is not assumed). We use brackets to denote probability tables; for
instance, pxijxK is the jKj  1-dimensional table giving, for every xK 2 vK ,
the conditional probability of Xi given xK .
A Bayesian network (BN) is a triple G  XI ;U ; p where XI ;U is a
directed acyclic graph (DAG) with the components of v.r.v. XI for vertices and
with arc set U  fXjXi; j 2 Di; i 2 Ig, where the vertex ordering I is chosen to
be consistent with the DAG, i.e., Di  f1; 2; . . . ; iÿ 1g for all i 2 I , and p,
the joint probability distribution of XI , is decomposable w.r.t. XI ;U, i.e.,
pxI 
Yn
i1
pxijxDi; xI 2 vI : 1
A signal eXi bringing noisy evidence on Xi is characterized by a vector
peXi jxi  peXi jxi; xi 2 vi since conditional independence assumption
peXi jx1; . . . ; xn  peXi jxi is made. It is convenient to consider the absence of
information on Xi as a non-informative signal peXi jxi  1 for all xi 2 vi. The
probability of simultaneously observing xI and event (multiple signal)
e  eXi ; i 2 I, P XI  xI and e, denoted pxI ; e, is given by
pxI ; e  pxI 
Yn
i1
peXi jxi 
Yn
i1
pxijxDi  peXi jxi; xI 2 vI ; 2
which assumes that event eXi is conditionally independent, given Xi, from the
set of all the other r.v. and of all the other signals.
Whenever pxi; e can be computed, the updated conditional probability of
Xi given the evidence e, pxije, follows by normalization.
2.2. Bayesian subnetworks
Definition 2.1 (Bayesian subnetwork). Let G  XI ;U ; p be a BN.
G  X ;U ; q is a Bayesian subnetwork (BSN) of G when: (i) G is a BN;
and (ii) X   XI and U   U W  UnU  is the ‘‘arc’’ cutset).
Thus,
U   fXjXi; j 2 Di ; i 2 Ig
with Di  Di for all i 2 I , and
qxI 
Yn
i1
qxijxDi ; xI 2 vI : 3
Of special interest for our purpose are the BSN G of G which are (probabi-
listically) consistent with it, i.e., where q is linked to p as follows:
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Let C be the ‘‘vertex’’ cutset, i.e., the set of vertices from which at least one
outgoing arc has been removed: C  fXj; j 2 I : j 2 DinDi for some i 2 Ig; or
equivalently, C  fXj; j 2 I : XjXi 2 UnU  for some i 2 Ig: Let C be the do-
main of C, and let B be the complementary set of C: XI  B;C.
For every c 2 C, let Gc  XI ;U ; qc be the BSN of G defined by
qcxI  qcb; c 
Yn
i1
qcxijxDi ; xI 2 vI ; 4
where
qcxijxDi   pxijxDi ; cDinDi : 5
In other words, the local table of conditional probabilities of a variable in Gc is
derived from the corresponding table in G by fixing the values of its ‘‘cut o’’
parents at levels c.
As for signals, we assume that qceXi jxi  peXi jxi for all c 2 C and make
the same conditional independence assumptions as before. Therefore,
qcxI ; e  qcxI 
Yn
i1
peXi jxi 
Yn
i1
pxijxDi ; cDinDi   peXi jxi: 6
Thus, the probability distribution of the BSN Gc is parametrized by c 2 C, a
multi-dimensional parameter. Note that in expressions qcxI  qcb; c and
qcxI ; e  qcb; c; e the vectorial values c and c may be dierent.
Definition 2.2 (Equivalent set of BSN). Given the BN G  XI ;U ; p, a subset
U  of U, and the related vertex cutset C with domain C, fGc 
XI ;U ; qc; c 2 Cg is an equivalent set of BSN for G when (4)–(6) hold.
2.3. Probabilistic relations between a BN and an equivalent BSN set
We are interested in relations between p and fqc; c 2 Cg. Since a fea-
sible value for vector variable c in qcb; c is c  c, it follows from (4)–(6) that,
for all xI  b; c 2 vI ,
pb; c  qcb; c; 7
and
pb; c; e  qcb; c; e: 8
Thus, for Bi 2 B, by summation over bnbi, we get
pbi; c  qcbi; c; 9
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hence
pbi 
X
c
qcbi; c 10
and
pc  qcc 
X
bi
qcbi; c: 11
Similarly,
pbi; c; e  qcbi; c; e; 12
hence
pbi; e 
X
c
qcbi; c; e; 13
and
pc; e  qcc; e 
X
bi
:qcbi; c; e: 14
For Ci 2 C, from (11) and (14), we get
pci 
X
cnci
qcc; 15
pci; e 
X
cnci
qcc; e: 16
As we shall see, these relations can be exploited when the graph underlying the
DAG XI ;U  common to all Gc; c 2 C, is a polytree, and thus evidence can be
propagated in Gc (once for each c 2 C) by the polytree algorithm.
2.4. The polytree evidence propagation algorithm
The version of the propagation algorithm for polytrees considered is based
on the original [6,7] version, but incorporates modifications suggested by Peot
and Shachter [8] and, in particular, possesses the following features.
No normalization. Unconditional probabilities pxi; e, rather than condi-
tional probabilities pxije, are computed. This is actually directly achieved by
passing the messages of the original algorithm, provided no normalization is
ever performed.
Two-phase propagation. A pivot node is (arbitrarily) chosen. Messages
conveying evidence converge towards the pivot node during a COLLECT
phase. Then, this information is spread out during a DISTRIBUTE phase.
Thus, each arc XY has to convey at most two messages (one in each direction):
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a descending message, from X to Y, pY x; and an ascending message, from Y
to X, kY x.
Let us recall the expression of messages and updated probabilities in the
polytree algorithm. The names and positions of the variables are those indi-
cated by Fig. 2. We suppose that the pivot node is on Yj’s side: this hypothesis
does not aect the content of the messages exchanged, but influences the timing
of the operations.
Collect phase
• Y receives: a local signal peY =y; from each parent Xk other than X, mes-
sage pY xk; and from each child Zl message kZly. 2
• Y sends to X 3 message kY x where
kY x 
X
y
peY jy
Y
l
kZly
X
x1;...;xk ;...
pyjx; x1; . . . ; xk; . . .
Y
k
pY xk
 !
:
• X receives: a local signal peX jx; from each parent Ui message pX ui;
from each child Yj0 , j0 6 j, message kYj0 x; and from Y message kY x.
Fig. 2. Arc XY and its neighbours.
2 If no information is available in the graph beyond arc YZl, this child can avoid sending a
message to Y, and formulas will simply ignore it.
3 Again, if eÿXY  ;, there is no message from Y to X.
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• X sends to Yj message pYjx where
pYjx  peX=xkY x
Y
j0 6j
kYj0 x
X
u1;...;ui;...
pxju1; . . . ; ui; . . .
Y
i
pX ui:
Distribute phase
• X receives from Yj message kYjx, sends to each parent Ui message kX ui,
to each child Yj0 , j0 6 j, then Yj message pYj0 x, and to Y message pY x
where
pY x  peX jx
Y
j0
kYj0 x
X
u1;...;ui;...
pxju1; . . . ; ui; . . .
Y
i
pX ui
and computes its posterior probability px; e by
px; e  kY x  pY x:
• Y computes its posterior probability py; e by
py; e  peY jy
Y
l
kZly
X
x;x1;...;xk ;...
pyjx; x1; . . . ; xk; . . .pY x
Y
k
pY xk
and sends to each parent Xk other than X message kY xk and to each child Zl
message pZly.
Evidence zones w.r.t. an arc. When analysing below the possible reduction of
the message dimension, we shall single out the messages passing through a
generic arc XY. For this purpose, it is convenient to isolate factors kY x and
pY x in the above formulas, and to express the complementary factors as
probabilities involving only part of the global evidence e. Evidence zones are
defined as follows.
Let XY be any arc in the polytree XI ;U . The evidence e can be partitioned
into eXY and e
ÿ
XY , where e

XY is the evidence available on X’s side, and e
ÿ
XY is the
evidence available on Y’s side. Given another arc, e.g., UX, we denote by
eXY neUX the evidence which is in eXY and not in eUX (i.e., which is not connected
to X through either U or Y), etc.
With these notations, the message from X to Y is pY x  px; eXY  and
that of Y to X is kY x  peÿXY jx [7]. Moreover:
Lemma 1.
(i) Updated probabilities and messages to neighbours computed at X satisfy:
px; e  kY xpx; eXY ; 17
kX ui 
X
x
kY xpx; eÿUiXneÿXY jui; 18
pYjx  kY xpx; eXYjneÿXY : 19
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(ii) Similarly, at Y:
py; e 
X
x
py; eÿXY jxpY x; 20
kY xk 
X
x
peÿXkY neXY jx; xkpY x; 21
pZly 
X
x
py; eYZlneXY jxpY x: 22
Proof. See Appendix A. 
3. From GC method to LC method
3.1. Finding the cutset
A GC method (and an LC method as well) first requires the choice of a
subset of arcs, the removal of which turns the graph into a polytree. Such a set
always exist, but the point of choosing the ‘‘best’’ set (for our purpose) has
been proven to be a dicult problem, known as the ‘‘vertex feedback set
problem’’ (see, e.g., [1,2]).
LC and GC methods may use approximate solutions of this problem as well
as a greedy algorithm of graph theory to locate cycles, like the one used by Diez
[4].
3.2. Creating the parameters
The cutset method used eliminates the loops sequentially by removing arcs
one by one.
At the beginning of a generic step, some arcs have already be removed, some
parameters created, and associated with some of the remaining arcs: a pa-
rameter associated with an arc is said to parametrize that arc.
Generic step. One of the remaining loops, L, is detected and selected. An arc
AB of L is suppressed. A parameter a, labelled as the origin node, A, is created,
unless it already existed. Parameter a, as well as the parameters previously
existing on arc AB, are added to the parameters endowing each remaining arc
of loop L (see Fig. 3 for an illustration).
The parameter creation process ends when graph G has become a polytree,
G  XI ;U . We shall denote the vertex cutset by C and use other notations
of Sections 2.2 and 2.3 as well.
Example 1 (continued). Fig. 1 has illustrated one possible cutset/parameter
elaboration. Fig. 3 exhibits another one where, as before, arc AC is first
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suppressed and thus the remaining arcs of the loop ACGSHD endowed with a.
However, in the second step, arc DH is suppressed (rather than RT), thus
cutting loop BDHTRF. Then, all the remaining arcs of that loop must be en-
dowed with both a, which was carried by arc DH, and d, the newly created
parameter.
We shall need the following observation:
Fact 1. The set of all arcs carrying a given parameter is a polytree.
Proof. Straightforward, since the property holds in fact at every step of the
cutset/parametrization procedure. 
3.3. The GC method
It consists straightforwardly in applying the polytree algorithm separately to
each Gc of the equivalent set of BSN fGc  XI ;U ; qc; c 2 Cg and merging
at the end all these computations. More precisely, the posterior probability of
any r.v. Xi given evidence e can be obtained by: (i) propagating evidence
  e; c in the BSN Gc for each c 2 C, which amounts to sending jCj  1-
dimensional messages
kcY x  qceÿXY ; cÿXY jx and pcY x  qcx; eXY ; cXY 
along arcs XY of XI ;U ; and (ii) according to relations (13) and (16), com-
puting pxi; e either by pxi; e 
P
c q
cxi; c; e when Xi does not belong to the
vertex cutset, or by pxi; e 
P
cnxi q
cc; e when it belongs to it.
Fig. 3. Another cut for Example 1 and its parametrization.
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Remark 1. These summations involve terms qcxi; c; e or qcc; e which are not
computed in the same application of the polytree algorithm. For this reason,
the fact that no normalization ever takes place is crucial.
Remark 2. There are no consistency restrictions on pair e; c that might forbid
the circulation of particular instances of evidence . In fact, the algorithm
accepts the instantiation (‘‘A  a’’) of a variable A which in addition receives
evidence eA by way of a message keAa  peAja. It computes pa; eA; a by
fusion of prior probability pa with both messages keAa and
0; . . . ; 0; 1; 0; . . . ; 0:
pa; eA; a  0; . . . ; 0; peA; a; 0; . . . ; 0:
3.4. The LC method
Parameter zones with respect to an arc. The vertex set V can be parti-
tioned into V XY and V
ÿ
XY , where V

XY denotes the vertices on X’s side of arc
XY in XI ;U ; thus V ÿXY consists of the vertices on Y’s side of arc XY. The
vertex cutset C can be divided accordingly into CXY  C \ V XY and
CÿXY  C \ V ÿXY .
Consider now C, or, more precisely, the corresponding parameter set c, from
the point of view of the arc parametrization. Let cXY be the set of all parameters
which parametrize arc XY; let, moreover, cXY parametrize loops of the original
graph XI ;U which are entirely on X’s side and cÿÿXY loops entirely on Y’s side,
whereas cXY parametrizes loops passing through XY which have been cut either
at vertices CÿXY on X’s side (parameter subset c
ÿ
XY ) or at vertices C
ÿ
XY on Y’s side
(parameter subset cÿXY ) (see Fig. 4).
It follows from Fact 1 that any parameter which does not parametrize
XY must parametrize arcs which are all on the same side of XY;
therefore:
Fact 2. fCXY ;CÿXY ;CÿXY ;CÿÿXY g is a partition of C; moreover, CXY  fCXY ;CÿXY g,
CÿXY  fCÿXY ;CÿÿXY g and CXY  fCÿXY ;CÿXY g.
As opposed to GC conditioning, LC conditioning decreases the dimension
of the messages by avoiding unnecessary parameters. It turns out that mes-
sages along arc XY need only depend on parameter subset cXY . We prove it
in two steps: first, we show in Lemma 2 that pcY x is independent of cÿÿXY
and kcY x independent of cXY ; second, using other results of Lemma 2, we
show in Proposition 1 that moreover pcY x does not depend on cXY nor kcY x
on cÿÿXY .
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The messages that we have to examine are those resulting from the substi-
tution of probability qc to p and evidence   e; c to e in Lemma 1. 4
Thus,
i pcY x  qcx; XY  and kcY x  qcÿXY jx;
ii qcx;   kcY x  qcx; XY ;
kcX ui 
X
x
kcY x  qcx; ÿUiXnÿXY jui;
pcYjx  kcY x  qcx; XYjnÿXY ;
iii qcy;  
X
x
qcy; ÿXY jx  pcY x;
kcY xk 
X
x
qcÿXkY nXY jx; xk  pcY x;
pcZly 
X
x
qcy; YZlnXY jx  pcY x:
4 Similarly, XY  eXY ; cXY , etc.
Fig. 4. Vertex cutset partition w.r.t. arc XY.
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Lemma 2.
(i) pcY x  qcx; XY , as well as qcx; XYjnÿXY  and qcx; ÿUiXnÿXY jui are inde-
pendent of cÿÿXY ;
(ii) kcY x  qcÿXY jx, as well as qcy; ÿXY jx, qcÿXk Y nXY jx; xk and
qcy; YZlnXY jx are independent of cXY .
Proof. See Appendix A. 
We can then prove:
Proposition 1. The messages exchanged between neighbouring vertices; X and Y;
of G need only depend on the parameters cXY attached to arc XY. Suitable
jcXY j  1-dimensional messages are pcXYY x from X to Y; where pcXYY x P
cXY
pcY x, and kcXYY x from Y to X, where kcXYY x 
P
cÿÿXY
kcY x.
Proof. See Appendix A. 
Message computation and propagation in the algorithm. It follows from
Proposition 1 that generic messages circulating along a given arc XY are
jCXY j  1-dimensional, and can be computed recursively by the following
formulas: the ascending message from Y to X is
kcXYY x 
X
y
peY jy
X
~cY ncXY
Y
l
k
cYZl
Zl y

X
x1;...;xk ;...
pyjx; x1; . . . ; xk; . . . ; cDY nDY  
Y
k
p
cXk Y
Y xk; 23
where DY  Di0 and DY  Di0 if Y  Xi0 and where
~cY  cDY nDY [
[
l
cYZl
 !
[
[
k
cXk Y
 !
;
i.e., ~cY consists of all the parameters on arcs adjacent to Y, except XY, plus
those of cut parents of Y. 5
P
cÿÿX Y
reduces to
P
~cY ncXY since some parameters in
cÿÿX Y , which endow arcs not adjacent to Y, are not present in the r.h.s.
expression.
5 This set in fact also contains the parameters of XY.
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The descending message from X to Y is
pcXYY x  peX jx
X
c^X ncXY
Y
j0
k
cXYj0
Yj0 x
X
u1;...;ui ;...
pxju1; . . . ; ui; . . . ; cDX nDX 

Y
i
p
cXUi
X ui; 24
where DX  Di1 and DX  Di1 if X  Xi1 and where
c^X  cDX nDX [
[
l
cXYj0
 !
[
[
i
cXUi
 !
(here,
P
cX Y
reduces to
P
c^X ncXY ).
Finally, the updated probability for X is
px; e 
X
cXY
kcXYY x  pcXYY x: 25
Thus, apart from dierences in the expression and dimension of the messages,
the evidence propagation is exactly the same as in the polytree algorithm.
3.5. Example
As an illustration, let us apply the LC method propagation to the BN of
Example 1. Our aim is to propagate information eF ; eG through the network,
i.e., compute updated probability px; eF ; eG for every variable X. Cutting arc
AC and then arc RT as in Section 1 induces the creation of a parameter a in the
left loop, and then of r in the right one (see Fig. 1). With B as pivot, the LC
method implies sending during the collect phase the messages indicated in
Fig. 5, and during the distribute phase those indicated in Fig. 6.
For want of space, we only exhibit, for the collect and distribute phases, the
messages and local computations at vertex D, and express them as a function of
the initial distribution p. D has been chosen because it is common to three
arcs with three dierent parameter endowments: a for arc AD, r for arc BD and
pair a; r for arc DH.
Collect phase. D receives:
• from H, message karH d, which can be expressed as karH d  peGja (it does
not eectively depend on r because H received no message from T, a branch
of the polytree where there is no information to collect); and
• from A, message paDa  0; . . . ; 0; pa; 0; . . . ; 0, where the only non-null
term is for a  a.
According to (23), it computes message krDb for B, where
krDb 
X
d
X
a
karH d 
X
a
pdja; b  paDa
 !
:
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Note that
krDb 
X
d
X
a
peGja  pd=a; b  pa 
X
a
pa; eG  peG:
This constant message is not surprising because nodes G and B are d-separated,
thus information eG is neutral for B.
Distribute phase. D receives from the pivot B, message prDb where
prDb  pb; eF ; r. It is then able to compute its updated probability
pd; eF ; eG and messages kaDa and parH d for its other neighbours A and H.
Fig. 6. Example: the distribute phase.
Fig. 5. Example: the collect phase.
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By (23)
kaDa 
X
d
X
r
karH d 
X
b
pdja; b  prDb:
This is equal to
kaDa 
X
d
X
r
peGja 
X
b
pdja; b  pb; eF ; r  peGja  peF ja:
Next, by (24)
parH d 
X
a;b
pdja; b  paDa  prDb
Its content is
parH d  pa 
X
b
pdja; b  pb; r; eF   pa  pd; eF ; rja
 pd; eF ; r; a:
Finally, by (25)
pd; eF ; eG 
X
ar
karH d  parH d:
We can check thatX
ar
peGja  pa  pd; eF ; rja 
X
ar
peG; a  pd; eF ; rja

X
ar
pd; eF ; eG; a; r  pd; eF ; eG:
4. Discussion and conclusion
We have introduced the concept of subnetwork of a BN, which allowed one
to establish close relations between a probability factorizing on a general DAG
and a set of probabilities factorizing on a polytree. Using these relations, we
have been able to justify an evidence propagation algorithm derived from the
familiar algorithm applying to polytrees. Moreover, we showed how the di-
mension of messages could be reduced, and justified the natural intuition un-
derlying local conditioning methods suggested by other authors, such as
Darwiche [3] and Diez [4].
In particular, Diez [4] presented a method which is formally equivalent to
ours: his phantom nodes and our parameters play similar roles. Dıez makes no
attempt at giving a general expression of the local messages and only derives the
right messages by identification on an example. Our results provide a proof of
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the correctness of his approach. Moreover, the inheritance rule – not mentioned
by Dıez – allows flexibility in the choice of the arc cutset. Also, our method
accepts, with little modification, arc cutsets leading to a forest (set of polytrees).
The main objective of this work was theoretical: to set local conditioning on
an indisputable basis. We made no attempt at optimizing the two phases of the
method. A cutset optimization method in the spirit of the method by Becker
and Geiger [2] , but dedicated to our needs, remains to be developed. Moreover,
concerning the message-passing phase, it is clear that it can benefit from any
improvement designed for the polytree algorithm, such as the suppression of
uninformative messages, or the identification of influence zones in the network.
Such ameliorations, as well as comparisons with other types of exact
methods (like the junction tree method), are the object of future work.
Appendix A
A.1. d-separation
Consider a BN G  XI ;U ; p. A sequence of vertices (Y1; . . . ; Yl; . . . ; Ym) is
a chain between Y1 and Ym whenever for every l, either arc Yl; Yl1 or arc
Yl1; Yl belongs to U.
A chain is active w.r.t. a set of vertices Z if: (i) every vertex Yl such that Ylÿ1Yl
and Yl1Yl are arcs of the chain, either is in Z or has a descendant in Z; (ii)
other vertices of the chain are outside Z.
Definition A.1 (d-separation). Subsets XJ and XK of XI are d-separated by Z
when there is no active chain between (any vertices of) XJ and XK .
Verma and Pearl [10] proved that if XJ and XK are d-separated by Z, then XJ
and XK are conditionally independent given Z (XJ XK jZ), i.e.,
pxJ jxK ; z  pxJ jz:
Standard assumptions on evidence e ensure that the d-separation criterion
applies to the extended graph with additional nodes eXi and arcs XieXi i 2 I;
for instance, when XJ and XK are d-separated by Z, so are XJ ; eXJ  and XK , i.e.,
pxJ ; eXJ jxK ; z  pxJ ; eXJ jz:
A.2. Proof of Lemma 1
(i) px; e  peÿXY jx; eXY   px; eXY . Hence, since X d-separates eÿXY and eXY ,
px; e  peÿXY jx  px; eXY   kY x  px; eXY   kY x  pY x:
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kX ui  peÿUiX jui  peÿXY ; eÿUiXneÿXY jui 
X
x
peÿXY ; eÿUiXneÿXY ; xjui

X
x
peÿXY jx; eÿUiXneÿXY ; ui  px; eÿUiXneÿXY jui:
Hence, since X d-separates eÿXY and eÿUiXneÿXY ;Ui,
kX ui 
X
x
peÿXY jx  px; eÿUiXneÿXY jui 
X
x
kY x  px; eÿUiXneÿXY jui
pYjx  px; eXYj  px; eXYjneÿXY ; eÿXY   peÿXY jx; eXYjneÿXY   px; eXYjneÿXY :
Hence, since X d-separates eÿXY and eXYjneÿXY ,
pYjx  peÿXY jx  px; eXYjneÿXY   kY x  px; eXYjneÿXY :
(ii)
py; e  py; eÿXY ; eXY  
X
x
py; eÿXY jx; eXY   px; eXY :
Hence, since X d-separates Y ; eÿXY  and eXY ,
py; e 
X
x
py; eÿXY jx  px; eXY  
X
x
py; eÿXY jx  pY x:
kY xk  peÿXk Y jxk  peÿXkY neXY ; eXY jxk

X
x
peÿXkY neXY ; eXY ; xjxk

X
x
peÿXkY neXY jx; xk; eXY   px; eXY jxk:
Hence, since X ;Xk d-separates eÿXk Y neXY  from eXY and Xk is d-separated fromX ; eXY  (by ;),
kY xk 
X
x
peÿXkY neXY jx; xk  px; eXY 

X
x
peÿXkY neXY jx; xk  pY x:
pZly  py; eYZl  py; eYZlneXY ; eXY 

X
x
py; eYZlneXY jx; eXY   px; eXY 
Hence, since eXY is d-separated from Y ; eYZlneXY  by X,
pZly 
X
x
py; eYZlneXY jx  pY x: 
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A.3. Proof of Lemma 2
(i) pcY x  qcx; XY  can be derived, by the instantiation CXY  cXY and the
marginalization
P
vXY nx from q
cvXY ; eXY .
Since V XY can be enumerated before V
ÿ
XY by a U
-consistent ordering (i.e.,
which is consistent with the partial ordering defined by U ), it follows from
Eqs. (4)–(6) that
qcvXY ; eXY  
Y
Xl2V XY
pxl; eXl jxDl ; cDlnDl :
Thus, for qcvXY ; eXY  – and expressions derived from it – to eectively depend
on a component cj of c, it is necessary that cj 2 DlnDl for some Xl 2 V XY , i.e.,
that cj be the parameter of a loop passing through Xl, hence that cj 62 cÿÿXY .
Similarly, qcx; XYjnÿXY  can be derived by the instantiation CXYjnCÿXY 
cXYjncÿXY and a marginalization from qcvXYjnvÿXY ; eXYjneÿXY . Since V XYjnV ÿXY can be
enumerated before V ÿXY [ V ÿXYj , in a U -consistent ordering,
qcvXYjnvÿXY ; eXYjneÿXY  
Y
Xl2V XYj nV
ÿ
XY
qcxl; eXl jxDl 

Y
Xl2V XYj nV
ÿ
XY
pxl; eXl jxDl ; cDlnDl :
By the same reasoning as above, qcx; XYjnÿXY  does not depend on cÿÿXY .
Finally, qcx; ÿUiXnÿXY jui can be derived from qcvÿUiXnvÿXY ; eÿUiXneÿXY jui. The
existence of a U -consistent ordering which enumerates successively V UiXnUi,
Ui, V ÿUiXnV ÿXY and V ÿXY and the fact that Ui d-separates V ÿUiXnV ÿXY and V UiXnUi
imply that
qcvÿUiXnvÿXY ; eÿUiXneÿXY jui  qcvÿUiXnvÿXY ; eÿUiXneÿXY jvUiX 

Y
Xl2V ÿUiX nV
ÿ
XY
qcxl; eXl jxDl 

Y
Xl2V ÿUiX nV
ÿ
XY
pxl; eXl jxDl ; cDlnDl ;
and, by the same reasoning as above, that qcx; ÿUiXnÿXY jui is independent of
cÿÿXY .
(ii) kcY x  qcÿXY jx and qcy; ÿXY jx can be derived by the instantiation
CÿXY  cÿXY and marginalization from qcvÿXY ; eÿXY jx.
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The existence of a U -consistent ordering which enumerates X  Xl0 before
V ÿXY and the d-separation of V
ÿ
XY and V

XY by X imply that
qcvÿXY ; eÿXY jx 
Y
Xl2V ÿXY
qcxl; eXl jxfl0;l01;...;lÿ1g

Y
Xl2V ÿXY
qcxl; eXl jxf1;2;...;lÿ1g

Y
Xl2V ÿXY
qcxl; eXl jxDl 

Y
Xl2V ÿXY
pxl; eXl jxDl ; cDlnDl :
For any j 2 DlnDl , cj is the parameter of a loop passing through Xl 2 V ÿXY . As
above, it can then be inferred that kcY x as well as qcy; ÿXY jx are independent
of cXY .
Similarly, qcy; YZlnXY jx can be derived by the instantiation
CYZlnCXY  cYZlncXY and marginalization from qcvYZlnvXY ; eYZlneXY jx.
By enumerating X  Xl0 before V YZlnV XY and using the d-separation of
V YZlnV XY and V XY by X, we get as above
qcvÿXY ; eÿXY jx 
Y
Xl2V YZlnV

XY
qcxl; eXl jxfl0;l01;...;lÿ1g

Y
Xl2V YZlnV

XY
pxl; eXl jxDl ; cDlnDl 
and infer again that qcy; YZlnXY jx does not depend on cXY .
Finally, qcÿXkY nXY jx; xk can be derived from qcvÿXk Y nvXY ; eÿXkY neXY jx; xk. By
using a U -consistent ordering which enumerates X  Xl0 and Xk  Xl01 be-
fore V ÿXk Y nV XY and by taking into account the fact that X ;Xk d-separates
V ÿXk Y nV XY from the other vertices, we get as above
qcvÿXk Y nvXY ; eÿXk Y ncXY jx; xk 
Y
Xl2V ÿXk Y nV

XY
qcxl; eXl jxfl0;l01;...;lÿ1g

Y
Xl2V ÿXk Y nV

XY
pxl; eXl jxDl ; cDlnDl :
It is then easily inferred that qcÿXk Y nXY jx; xk does not depend on cXY . 
A.4. Proof of Proposition 1
(i) According to Lemma 2, pcY x  qcx; XY  does not depend on cÿÿXY , and
kcY x  qcÿXY jx does not depend on cXY . Hence
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px; e 
X
c
qcx; e; c 
X
c
pcY x  kcY x

X
cXY
X
cXY
pcY x
0@ 1A  X
cÿÿXY
kcY x
0@ 1A:
Thus, all the information X requires from Y to update its probability is
kcXYY x, 6 with
kcXYY x 
X
cÿÿXY
kcY x 
X
cÿÿXY
qcÿXY jx;
an expression which only depends on cXY .
Similarly, since qcy; ÿXY jx does not depend on cXY ,
py; e 
X
c
qcy; e; c 
X
c
X
x
pcY x  qcy; ÿXY jx

X
x
X
cXY
X
cXY
pcY x
0@ 1A  X
cÿÿXY
qcy; ÿXY jx
0@ 1A:
Thus, all the information Y requires from X to update its probability is
pcXYY x, with
pcXYY x 
X
cXY
pcY x 
X
cXY
qcx; XY ;
an expression which only depends on cXY . With qcXY defined as in Footnote 6,
we can write
py; e 
X
x
X
cXY
pcXYY x  qcXY y; ÿXY ; jx:
(ii) Vertices X and Y do not only perform local computations; they also
forward information to their neighbours. We need to show that the messages
they send only depend on kcY x and pcY x through kcXYY x and pcXYY x.
As seen in (i), a parent Ui of X only requires of it message kcUiXX ui, with
k
cUiX
X ui 
X
cÿÿUiX
kcX ui
6 This notation generalizes the notation used in the polytree algorithm. As a matter of fact, we
could introduce the BN GcXY  XI ;U0; qcXY , where U 0 results from the restoring of all loops not
passing through XY, and where qcXY  is defined by qcXY xijxD0i
 
 p xijxD0i ; cDinD0i
 
: Since
U  U0  U , Gc is a BSN of GcXY , which itself is a BSN of G; moreover, as easily seen,
fGcXY ; cXY 2 CXY g is equivalent to G and, for a given cXY , fGc : cXY  cXY g is equivalent to GcXY .
Then kcXYY x  qcXY ÿXY jx and pcXYY x  qcXY x; XY .
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and
kcX ui 
X
x
kcY x  qcx; ÿUiXnÿXY jui:
The second factor of the r.h.s. being independent of cÿÿXY (as shown in
Lemma 2),
k
cUiX
X ui 
X
x
X
cÿÿUiX nc
ÿÿ
XY
X
cÿÿXY
kcY x
0@ 1A  qcx; ÿUiXnÿXY jui:
Thus, the computation of kcUiXX ui in X only requires information kcXYY ui
from Y.
Similarly (see (i)), a child Yj 6 Y  of X only requires from it message
pcXYjYj x, with
p
cXYj
Yj x 
X
cXYj
pcYjx and pcYjx  kcY x  qcx; XYjnÿXY :
The second factor of the r.h.s. being independent of cÿÿXY (as shown in
Lemma 2),
p
cXYj
Yj x 
X
cXYjnc
ÿÿ
XY
X
cÿÿXY
kcY x
0@ 1A  qcx; ÿXYjnÿXY :
Therefore, the computation of pcXYjYj x in X only requires information kcXYY x
from Y.
Let us now turn to Y. It follows from (i) that, similarly, to a parent
Xk 6 X , Y sends message kcXk YY xk, with
k
cXk Y
Y xk 
X
cÿÿXk Y
kcY xk
and
kcXk xk 
X
x
qcÿXk Y nXY jx; xk  pcY x:
Since, according to Lemma 2, the first factor of the r.h.s. does not depend on
cXY , we get
k
cXk Y
Y xk 
X
x
X
cÿÿXk Y
ncXY
qcÿXk Y nXY jx; xk 
X
cXY
pcY x
0@ 1A;
which shows that the computation of kcXk YY xk in Y only requires information
pcXYY x from X.
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Finally, Y sends to a child Zl message pcYZlZl y where
p
cYZl
Zl y 
X
cYZl
pcZly
and
pcZly 
X
x
qcy; YZlnXY jx  pcY x:
According to Lemma 2, the first factor of the r.h.s. does not depend on cXY and
therefore
p
cYZl
Zl y 
X
x
X
cYZl
ncXY
qcy; YZlnXY jx 
X
cXY
pcY x;
which shows that the computation of pcYZlZl y in Y only requires informationpcXYY x from X. 
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